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VALUING PEOPLE, PLANNING FOR GROWTH

THE SECOND ANNUAL NYSE CEO REPORT

taps the minds of CEOs f rom more than
200 NYSE-listed companies. nyse maga-

zine posed questions such as: Where does

corporate growth lie? What lurking risks

and stumbling blocks pose threats to rev-
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enues and profits? How can companies
make the most of the future? Answers

formed the basis for the report's theme:
"Valuing People, Planning for Growth."

This year's roster of CEO participants
represents more than 50 industries in 21

countries. The companies they lead rep-

resent a combined $1.7 trillion in market
cap, 3.8 million employees and 2005
revenues of close to $1.6 trillion.

Diverse as they are, the CEOs share a

nearly universal view that people - inves-

tors, partners, suppliers and especially
employees - will shape the future. By

a margin exceeding three to one, CEOs

assign "more" or "much more" impor-

tance to management teams as engines

of sales growth. Asked also to identify
engines of profitability, CE0s cite opera-

tional efficiencies, followed closely by

their management teams.

()PPORTUNITIES AND RISKS
Asked to rank which sources of revenue

growth will have more impact in 2007,
CEOs name new technology (63 percent)

and new product development (62 percent)

as runners-up to management teams. More

than half pick strength of a company's

brand as the most important source of rev-

enue growth. No single factor dominates
greatest impact on revenue growth, but

according to CEOs capital expenditures in

equal measure with management teams will
play a key role in sales if the future pans

out as CEOs expect.

Technology also figures as an internal drlver

of profits among 64 percent of respondents.

An even larger portion - 70 percent - cite
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OUTSIDE FORCES
WHAT EXTERNAL FACTORS WIIL
HAVE AN IMPACT ON GROWTH
rN 2007?
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compliance costs as having more impact on

prof itability. When asked to choose a single

internal factor that could most sap prof itabil-
ity, compliance costs top the list.

The economic landscape eclipsed other

external factors likely to affect overall growth

through 2OO7.Virl.ually all (99 percent) of
U.S.-based CEOs indicate that the American

economy will be an inf luence, as do nearly

three-quarters (73 percent) of non-U.S.-based

respondents. CEOs also indicate that emerging

markets will account for an increasing share of

corporate growth.

Among external factors, regulation could
affect growth, say 91 percent of CEOs -
more than the 89 percent who cite energy

costs and the 88 percent who cite M&A

activity. Asked for a more detailed outlook
on M&A, CEOs by a wide margin expect

organic growth to increase revenues. Only

15 percent of respondents foresee M&A as

the primary source of company growth.

CEOs predict budget increases in virtually
every area, with the majority expecting budget

boosts for health care, ener$/, technology and

capital expenditures. Most forecast increases

of less than 10 percent. Although more than

three in five CEOs expect to increase spending

on technology in 2OO7 , only one-quarter claim

that the return on their technology investments

to date has fully met or exceeded their expecta-

tions. The disconnect between the investment

in technology and whether it met expectations

was greatest among smaller companies, with
just 13 percent of CEOs whose companies had

a market capitalization of less than $1 billion
i nd icati ng thei r technology i nvestments f u I ly

met or exceeded expectations, compared with

30 percent of companies with market caps of

more than $1 billion.

GOVERNANCE
The most positive outcome of the Sarbanes-

Oxley Act and NYSE governance rules,

according to 30 percent of respondents, is

that board members are more engaged, while
a similar number (27 percent) cite improved

investor confidence. Further, nearly all (95

percent) feel their boards of directors possess

greater depth of information, and nine out of
10 CEOs say they have a positive relationship
with their boards.

Still, nearly all (97 percent) bemoan the
increased expenses they suggest come with
compliance. One-third (34 percent) say that
today they spend at least twice as much to
comply with regulatory requirements as they

did three years ago. Nearly four in 10 (39

percent) suggest higher compliance costs have

resulted in delays and/or cancellations in their
efforts to grow their businesses. Twolhirds
(64 percent) say strategic planning has been

affected, and more than half (56 percent)

indicate infrastructure has suffered.

Compared with three years ago, many

CEOs reveal that their role is less fun (66
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TIME DEMANDS
HOW HAVE CEO TIME
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percent) and less rewarding (55 percent).

Nearly all say being CE0 involves greater

personal legal risk (99 percent) and is more

time consuming (96 percent).

How are business leaders spending their
time? Nearly nine out of 10 (89 percent)

say regulatory issues take up more of their
day, with reporting to the board a more

time-consuming task for 72 percenL

By a large margin, 58 percent of respon-

dents consider sustainable growth their
most crucial measure of longterm success.

Stock appreciation came in second wilh 22
percent of the vote.

When it comes to attracting investors,

compared with three years ago, the major-

ity of CEOs (56 percent) think it is easier to
attract them; four in 10 say it is easier to

O I AI\E NULUE.KD
COMPARED WITH THREE YEARS
AGO, HOW EASY IS IT TO ATTRACT
AND RETAIN CUSTOMERS.
INVESTORS AND EMPTOYEES?
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Ease/diff iculty attracting

retain them. ln general the CEOs say inves-

tors are more interested in short-term mea-

sures as indicators of a company's health,

among them: earnings-per-share growth and

cash flow from operations (both cited by 58
percent of respondents), free cash flow (57

percent), operating income growth (56 per-

cent) and net income growth (53 percent).

Nine out of 10 CEOs (91 percent)
expect the regulatory environment will
have an impact on growth through
2007, with nearly the same number (89
percent) citing the expected impact of
energy costs.

HUMAN CAPITAL
Nearly half of CE0s report that attract-
ing the best employees is actually easier

EM PLOYEE
RETENTION
WHICH BENEFITS WILL BE MOST
EFFECTIVE IN RETATNING
EMPTOYEES THROUGH 2OO7?

7o of CEO5 who answered:
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now than three years ago. 0nce employ-
ees are on board, one-third of the CEOs

say they have an easier time keeping
workers today versus three years ago. To

do so, companies are offering workers a

growing array of benef its; nearly half of
the CEOs cite education, cash bonuses

and stock incentives as having more

impact on worker retention. Further,
some 44 percent say that f lexible
schedules, including telecommuting,
will aid them in worker retention.

With health-care costs rising, nearly three-

quarters (74 percent) say they are increasing

employee deductibles. Seventy-two percent

of respondents plan to increase employee

premiums and set up employee-paid flexible

spending accounts.
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REPUTATION?
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REPUTATI()N
A new aspect of this year's survey assesses

reputation management. Some 16 percent

of CEOs say they could do more to protect

this valuable intangible asset. The most

common ways to monitor reputation include

information discussions with relevant parties
(84 percent), followed next by discussions

with or surveys of employees and reviews of
published rankings.

GLOBALIZATION
Eight in 10 respondents (78 percent) say the
NAFTA region will receive more focus through

2007, with the U.S. most often cited (65

percent) as the area of more focus for 2007,
followed by China (45 percent) and lndia (42

percent). When the U.S. is removed from the

list, China is chosen as the most strategically

important region (25 percent), with Western

Europe a distant second (15 percent). The

BRIC bloc - Brazil, Russia, lndia and China

- scored among the 35 percent of CEOs who

choose these countries as strategically most

important, with 62 percent saying the BRIC

bloc will receive more focus through 2007.
The majority (57 percent) describe emerg-

ing markets as an opportunity, with the
greatest number (38 percent) indicating that

their intentions in entering emerging markets

through 2007 involve expansion of local mar-

keting and sales activities. lndeed, 54 percent

of CEOs say their reason for focusing on a

particular area is to sell products and services,

versus choosing markets as locations for oper-

ations or manufacturing plants (26 percent).

CEOs are three times as likely to say the
impact of the global trade environment on

their business is positive rather than nega-

tive. U.S.-based CEOs are far more likely than

those outside the U.S. to think the impact is

neutral rather than favorable.

With 41 percent of CEOs indicating they

have moved some operations offshore, most

rate their experience as successful, and very

few have repatriated operations or are consid-

ering doing so.

WHERE IN THE WORLD?
WHICH REGION WILL BE THE MOST IMPORTANT IN 2OO7?
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Methodology

ln 2006, Time lnc. Content Solutions commissioned Opinion Research

Corporation, an independent global strategy and market research and con-

sulting organization, to conduct on behalf of NYSE Group lnc. the NYSE

CEO Report 2007, the second annual survey of CEOs of NYSE-listed compa-

nies. A questionnaire was administered via the lnternet, telephone and mail

between February and April 2006, generating 205 responses (a 10 percent

response rate) from leaders in more than 20 countries and 50 industries.

Of that total, 159 responses came from the U.5., 17 from Europe

and the U.K., 16 from South and Central America, four from Canada,

eight from the Asia-Pacific region and one from South Africa. Some 44

percent of companies had a market capitalization of $3 billion or more.

Although the average respondent reported tenure at his or her company

of seven years, 21 percent had been in the position less than three years

and 24 percent more than 10 years.
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ON OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS
)) Three out of four (76 percent) view their management team as

having more impact on revenue growth than three years ago;
two-thirds say new technology and new product development.

lr The management team scores similarly high (75 percent)
compared to three years ago on questions aboul internal
factors leading to prof itability, although operational efficiency
scored on top, at 80 percent.

rr 95 percent say the U.S. economy is an important external
growth factor, followed by the global economy (92 percent).

> Regulation placed third among external concerns, with 91
percent saying it will have an impact on growth.

)) Most expect budget increases in health care (70 percent),
energy (64 percent) and technology (61 percent).

ll 75 percent say the return on technology investments just met
or fell short of their expectations.

> 31 percent say customers are easier to retain; just 23 percent
say customer retention is harder.

ON GOVERNANCE

rl 30 percent say the single most posltive outcome of governance
rule changes is more engaged board members; 27 percent cite
improved investor conf idence.

> Nearly all CEOs (97 percent) say compliance costs have
increased;48 percent of U.S. CEOs and 23 percent of non-
U.S. leaders cite increases of i00 percent or more.

r> Nearly four in ten (39 percent) say extra compliance costs
have resulted in delays and/or cancellation of efforts to grow
their business.

ON THE CE() ROIE

)) Compared with three years ago, 99 percent say their jobs put
them at greater personal legal risk; 96 percent report their
jobs are more time consuming.

rr When asked to identify the element of performance most
crucial to long-term success as a CEO, 58 percent cite
sustainable growth.

)) Nearly nine out of 10 respondents say they spend more time
on regulatory issues. More than one-quarter spend less time on
day-to-day management and customer relations.

ON INVESTORS

rr CEOs indicate that short-term measures of a company's health
are greater measures of performance, with 58 percent citing
EPS growth and cash flow from operations as more important.

)r Compared with three years ago, it is easier to attract investors,
according to 56 percent of respondents; 40 percent also think
it is easier to retain them.

ON HUMAN CAPITAL

lr Compared with three years ago, it is easier to attract
employees (44 percent). CEOs are split on whether it is
easier or more diff icult to retain them.

ll To retain employees, CEOs are leaning more toward employee
education (51 percent), cash bonuses (53 percent), stock
incentives (53 percent) and f lexible schedules (44 percent);
27 percent say employee discounts were less effective.

l> To control health-care costs, more than seven out of 10 CEOs
cite increasing employee deductibles (74 percent), increasing
employee premiums (72 percent) and setting up employee-
paid f lexible spending accounts (72 percent).

()N REPUTATION MANAGEMENT

tl 16 percent of CEOs believe they could be doing more to
protect their company's reputation.

ll The most common ways to monitor company reputation are
informal discussions with relevant parties (87 percent),
discussions with or surveys of employees (84 percent) and
reviews of published rankings (83 percent).

ON GLOBALIZATION

)) Two-thirds (65 percent) cite the U.S. as the country where they
plan to focus more through 2OO7; China was second (45 percent).

lt 78 percent say they will focus more on NAFTA through next

\ear; 62 percent say BRIC (Brazil, Russia, lndia and China).

lr 57 percent describe emerging markets as an opportunity;
CEOs of companies with annual revenues exceeding $1 billion
are even more positive, with 66 percent viewing emerging
markets as an opportunity.

)) 0f the 41 percent who have moved operations offshore, 77 percent
describe their experiences as very or somewhat successful. Only 4
percent say they failed to achieve their goals.
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NYSE CE0s say...


